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Past – Mass transit in Geneva
Three major periods
19th century – Launch and Growth
1833 First omnibus (horse-drawn wagon)
1862 First horse-drawn tram on rails
Tram line 12 is the oldest tram line still operating in
Europe
1878 First steam-powered tram
1896 First electric tram

20th century – Wars and Cars
1917 Peak of tram lines in Geneva area
1977 Company taken over by Geneva canton
Name changed to tpg

Place de Neuve, 1894

21st century – Sustainable Mobility
2020 Third maintenance center and depot (En Chardon),
fifteen year project
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Past - Peak tram network - 1917
15 lines covering 177 km (now 5 lines over 33 km)
Lines to:
Annemasse
Chancy
Douvaine
Gex
Hermance
Jussy
St Julien
Vernier
Versoix
Veyrier
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Present – Essential role in mobility
Main statistics in 2019 (pre-covid)
217 million passengers/yr pre-covid

Between 145 and 150 million in 2020, 68% vs 2019

29.7 million km driven/year
71 lines
2’106 employees (13% women)
of whom 1’285 drivers

More than 80 different professions
450 vehicles – 50% electric
60% of passengers ride on electric vehicles

7 days/week, 23 hours a day
Board of 20 people (30% women)

Source: tpg, rapport de gestion 2019
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Present – Covid-19
Keeping cities alive and moving

Public transport workers were an integral part of the front liners
keeping essential services available.
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Present – Covid measures
Tpg organized Covid protection measures very quickly in March 2020: plexiglass protections for drivers, front door closed off,
masks & liquid provided to all employees, additional cleaning of vehicles.
Administrative employees mostly working from home. In tpg buildings employees are masked while outside one’s office or in meetings.

Posters, stickers and videos inform passengers of recommended behavior at stops and in vehicles

IMPORTANT: worldwide, no infection cluster has been identified in public transport,
even in crowded systems like Hong Kong, Tokyo & New York
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Present – Covid measures
Operation launched jointly by tpg and HUG Task Force in March 2021: SWISS STOP COVID campaign.
2’500 hydroalcoholic solutions given to tpg clients every day for two weeks.
HUG Professor Didier Pittet : «Clean Hands Save Lives».

IMPORTANT: Study by Institut Pasteur (December 2020) shows no additional risk
in public transport, and even reduced risk for people travelling in buses and trams.
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Satisfaction – Independent survey
Geneva
is 1st for 5th consecutive year, even compared to very efficient northern European systems
indépendant
75

86

75

83

85

83
79 -4pts
76 +2pts
75 +1pts
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Cost of public transport in Geneva
An annual tpg ticket for the canton of Geneva including Léman
Express within the canton is 35% cheaper than Zurich.
Frequency of use

Cheapest ticket

unireso (Geneva)

ZVV (Zurich)

Often

Annual ticket

Adult price
500.(= 1.37 per day)

Adult price
764.(= 2.09 per day)

Two trips a week
paying full price

Monthly ticket

Adult price
70.(= 2.33 per day)

Adult price
83.(= 2.76 per day)

A few trips a month
All Geneva 60 minutes
1-2 zones in Zurich

Individuel tickets bought on
Smartphone or with tpgPay
card

3.00

4.40

Average annual cost of car ownership & operation in Geneva (TCS estimate):
CHF 10’000.- = CHF 27 francs per day
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Financing public transport
The Geneva canton provided the tpg with CHF 220 million in 2020, about half
of the total budget, or approximately 440 francs per year per resident of GE.
Is it worth it ?
In 2019 the tpg asked Mobil’homme, an independent research firm, to study the cost/benefit ratio
of public transport in Geneva
Their very conservative calculation concluded there were positive benefits that outweighed the
cost to taxpayers, including:
Reduction in household expenses compared to owning a car
Gain in time (no search for parking)
Added value to real estate in area of good public transport access
Their conclusion: 1 franc invested in the tpg brought positive benefits of 1.18 franc. In other words the
Canton of Geneva is receiving benefits of 18% on their investment in the tpg.
An American study concluded that public transport can bring a positive benefit of up to four times the
investment (including calculations of the environmental impact of less pollution & noise).
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Future – Strategic vision of CAP2030
More growth of tram network
Extensions
Line 14
Bernex-Vailly
Line 15
Grand-Saconnex
Ferney-Volaire
ZIPLO
Saint-Julien-en-Genevois
Line 17
Annemasse-Glières
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Future – CAP2030
Projects & innovation
Client interfaces
No-contact payment card tpgPay
Webshop: online ticket sales
New app
New website
New agency at Pont Rouge
Smart bus stops

Autonomous vehicles
Ran line in Meyrin for 2 yrs
New project at Belle-Idée

Multimodality
Mobility as a service (MaaS) combining different
mobility services
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Future – CAP 2030
In line with UN Sustainable Development Goals

Other measures in place
Clean energy: 100%
electric vehicles by 2030
TOSA electric buses
All service vehicles electric

Solar panels
Jonction, Bachet, En Chardon
Prix Solaire Suisse 2020

Vegetalized roof on new En Chardon
depot
Vehicle wash water recycled
Measures for employees (ongoing
training, mobility plan, bike
subsidies, local products etc.)
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How to reduce congestion
New technologies ?
Definitions
Car: Two ton vehicle which is
immobile over 90% of the time
and which transports mostly one
person at a time
Pollution: Engine emissions AND
fine particles of tire rubber and
brake metal (meaning electric cars
also pollute)
Conclusion: Congestion cannot be
solved by new technology alone.
The number of individual cars on
the road must be reduced.
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How to reduce congestion
Mass transit: cleaner, safer, more efficient & more pleasant
provided infrastructure is good
Driver 1:

The past:
A century of building
infrastructure for cars.

I’m stuck in
traffic.

The future:
A new infrastructure
for people – public
transport, bike lanes,
scooters, walking,
and some cars.

Driver 2:
I AM the traffic.

70 people = 70 cars

70 people = 1 bus
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Urbanism in the 21st century
Seoul, Korea – Redefinition of «fluid» mobility
20th century: Construction for cars

21st century: Construction for people

River covered by highways

35% reduction in fine particles

90% of public space devoted to cars

5°C reduction in temperature

People jammed onto narrow sidewalks

60’000 daily visitors
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Urbanism in the 21st century
Closer to home: Nantes, France – 2008 and 2018

Urban legend :

Less car parking = less shoppers

Documented reality:

More pedestrian zones & public transport = MORE sales in local stores
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Mobility = Life
An efficient, clean and innovative system of public transport is essential for life:
economic, cultural, social, educational, sports, health and more.
Public transport improves the quality of life as well as the health of the entire population.

Tpg phone number for
suggestions/comments:
00800 022 021 20
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Anecdotes:
What’s the link between the tpg and Batman?
The tpg building at the Jonction (with the clock on it) was built in 1899 as the headquarters of the new CGTE
(Compagnie genevoise des tramways électriques). The architect was a young American working in Paris,
Harvey Wiley Corbett, who would later build skyscrapers in New York and London. His rather bleak drawings
of his vision for future cities were used to design Gotham City for the Batman movies
Before covid, why was 2019 a particularly intense year for the tpg?
Half of the entire tpg network had to be completely revamped so that bus lines would take riders to the
closest Léman Express station. The work took two years to prepare and had to be operational in one day, on
December 15th, 2019, the day of the launch of the Léman Express trains. The huge reorganisation went off
without a hitch.
How alert are tpg drivers?
A year or so ago, the radio controllers of the tpg sent an alert to all drivers. An elderly man suffering from
dementia had left his nursing home and couldn’t be found. After the controllers described him, an especially
alert driver saw him walking down a street. The driver stopped his bus next to the man, opened the door and
informed the man that his bus was there. The rather surprised man obediently got on the bus and sat down,
the driver notified the radio controllers, the police met the bus at one of the next stops, and the man’s family
was extremely grateful for the extra service of the tpg driver.
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Questions ?
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